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Design of Magnetically Suspended Frictionless Manipulator

Kyihwan Park*, Kee-Bong Choi*, Soo-Hyun Kim* and Yoon Keun Kwak*
(Received Desember 17, 1994)

Magnetically suspended frictionless manipulator is designed to improve the resolution and
position accuracy. In order to increase the dynamic stability, the magnetically suspended
manipulator is constructed using push-and-push forces. Using the force analysis, the design and
modeling processes of the manipulator are achieved. The proposed modeling process is experi
mentally verified from free vibration of the manipulator. Comparison is made between the
natural frequencies from the modeled dynamic equation and those from experimentally
obtained.
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1. Introduction

Ideally, automation of small scale process will
involve small scale equipment capable of high
precision and speed. The required accuracy and
repeatability will be dictated by the size of fea
tures on each application. Since these features are
currently about a micron in size, we. refer to
machines capable of this level of precision as
micro-machine and to the entire automation proc
ess as micro-automation. Micro-automation poses
significantly different problems from automation
on a large scale. In particular, large scale automa
tion systems typically deal with sizable friction
whereas micro-automation system must minimize
friction in order to obtain submicron precision
and to avoid particulate generation. Further, the
typical goals in the large scale automation are an
ability to handle high payloads, and apply large
forces, whereas in micro-automation one is more
likely to be interested in the ability to deliver well
controll.~d, delicate forces, and to transport small
payloads. These inherent differences between
them suggest that the methods appropriate for one
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may not be appropriate for the other.
In this paper, as one of e1etromagnetic

approaches, we are examining the micro position
ing technology capable of providing high preci
sion and speed using a magnetic
levitation(suspension) manipulator, which has
noncontact physical forces between the manipula
tor and base to separate them. The major advan
tages of levitation are that friction can be
removed, and that the manipulator can operate as
a rigid body rather than using jointed parts,
which means that position errors do not com
pound, the dynamic behavior is simple to model.
The major disadvantage of levitation on small
scales is that the levitation system is inherently
unstable, and hence control can be
computationally intensive.

The development of magnetic suspended
micro-machines has been reported in Tsuda et.
aI., Hollis et. aI., and Ohnuki et. al.. Tsuda et. al.
(Tsuda, 1987) have designed a magnetically
supported intelligent hand (MSIH) which uses
active DC-type magnetic bearings. Feedforward
and PD control schemes are used to control
position and altitude. Using precise control, the
mechanism can carry out various automatic
assembly tasks like an active/advanced remote
center compliance(RCC) device. Hollis et. al.
(Hollis, 1987) have designed a hexagonal shaped
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magnetic suspended wrist using permanent mag

nets and air-core electromagnets. For this wrist, a
quite different moving-coil manipulator was cho

sen comparing to conventional magnetic bearing
manipulator with magnetic gaps wide enough to
allow 6 degree-of-freedom motion. A digital PID

control loop was implemented with lateral effect
sensor on the one-dimensional test setup used for

force characterization due to complexity of con
trol for multi degree-of-freedom. Ohnuki et. al.

(Ohnuki, 1982) also built micro-machine using a
combination of magnetic drive and spring suspen

sion. In their prototype, which has been used for

motion of an optical disk head, rubber strands
connect the rotor and the stator. However, this

system can not be called as a pure magnetic

suspension system because a physical spring sus
pension is used.

Since magnetic levitation(suspension) system is
inherently unstable, most concern is focused on a

magnetic circuit design so as to increase the sys

tem stability. The unstable features in the mag
netic suspended micro-machine pose a large con

trol effort. If more stable degree-of-freedom is

assured, the control effort is much reduced.

Hence, the design of the magnetic suspended

positioning system to be proposed in this paper is
focused on how to utilize efficiently the force

characteristics in order to increase the system

dynamic stability. For this, the magnetic suspen
sion system with robust 6 degree-of-freedom

motion using push-and-push forces is proposed to

maintain in-plane and out-of-plane motion stabil

ity of the manipulator. It is capable of 1-2 mm
translational movement and I-2° rotational

movement. The antagonistic structure using

push-and-push forces permits a simple design and

robust stability as well as high accuracy and
speed. Further, a moving-magnet type configura

tion adopted for easy realization of the antagonis

tic structure gives many advantages in design and
control aspects. In this work, design and model

ing of the magnetic suspension system are
introduced. Henceforth, we call a magnetic

levitation(suspension) system as a maglev system

for short.

We have aimed to use the maglev positioning

system for semiconductor devices such as a bond

quality tester or analytical probe since it can
satisfy the essential demand of semiconductor

fabrication: dust free environment as well as high
accuracy. Though some applications require only
three translational motions, we will develop a

maglev positioning system which is also capable
of rotational motions with the consideration of
expanding its application.

2. Force Analysis of a Solenoid/
Permanent Magnet

A magnetic suspension system uses two mag

netic components, one of which must be active if
motion control is to be accomplished(Sinha,

1987). We have chosen in our work to use rare
earth passive magnets mounted on the micro

positioner and air core solenoid electromagnets

fixed on the base frame. This particular combina
tion, named as a moving-magnet type manipula

tor, permits the micro-positioner to work without

a power or signal tether to the moving manipula
tor, improves the positioning accuracy due to the

freedom from temperature expansion of the

positioner, and uses a drive system which is very

linear and thus predictable in behavior.

Air-core solenoid has a few advantages over an
iron core in that it has no hysteresis, no eddy

current loss, and no saturation of flux density.

These characteristics all serve to increase the

accuracy which can be achieved. Permanent
magnet is being used in many applications of

small magnetic systems because it can supply a

sufficient force and it is suitable for compact
design. Hence for the design of maglev system,

one would prefer using an air core solenoid and

permanent magnet in pair.

For a current element which is one portion of
the current distribution as shown in Fig. I, the

magnetic field dB at the point of concern, P is
given in vector form as(Hayt, 1989)

(I)

where i is a flowing current, and dS is the current
element length and its direction is tangent to the
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(3)

(5)

(6)

(4)

F=(m·\1)B.

When the pole face axis points to the surface of

the air core solenoid, i.e., mx= my=oO, (3) can be

simplified to

Fx= mz 0!fzx,

F - oByy-mzaz,
F z = mz 0!fzz.

•••••• b

Fig. 1 Current element

a

conduc:tor(dashed line a-b). f.Lo is a permeability
of the free space given as 47l' X 10-7, and r is a

distance from the current element to the point p.
The re:sultant field at p is found by integrat

ing( I), or

For a unit dipole moment m in a magnetic field

B, the force that the magnetic dipole moment

experif:nces can be derived by applying the Lor

entz force law, and this is expressed in a vector

form as(Griffith, 1989)

B= fdB. (2)

According to (4)-(6), we can discover that

there are two types of forces present in an air core

solenoid and permanent magnet system: radial

force F x , which is the same as F~ due to the

symmetric geometry of the solenoid, and axial

force, Fz . Their force characteristics are described

in Fig. 2. The length of the solid lines indicates

the magnitudes of each force. The symbol 0 and

C?9 denote that the current flows toward out of

paper and toward in the paper respectively. When

the upward-dipolecmoment magnet is placed

above the solenoid, F x is zero at the z axis,

z Permanent
magnet

Air core
solenoid

z

-.~::;-----fJ ---.,--~;;.; .
F x

F,

x

(a) Outside the air core

Fz
z z

x x

(b) Inside the air core

Fig. 2 Foree characteristics in a solenoid/magnet system
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increases to some constant value in the middle,
and decreases to zero at the edge of the solenoid.
F x has the same force characteristic when the
magnet is placed below the solenoid. The force is
directed toward to the core. In another word, the
magnet experiences a pulling force toward the
core when the magnet moves above and below the
solenoid. When the magnet is placed inside the
core, the radial force is also zero at the z axis, and
it increases as the magnet approaches the core
inner wall. However, the force is directed in an
opposite direction. In another word, the magnet

experiences a pushing force toward the inner wall.
F z is zero at the center, and it is maximum a

little away from the surface of the solenoid and
then decreases steeply as the magnet moves away.
F z is a function of both the supplied current and
displacement.

One thing to note from Fig. 2 is that a positive
spring force is generated inside the air core along
the z direction and negative spring force is gener
ated outside the air core along the z direction.
This fact reveals that the manipulator inside the
air core can be stabilized in open loop due to the
antagonistic property or push-and-push mecha
nism. For example, in case when the magnet is
inside core as shown in Fig. 3(a), the manipulator
is returning to an quilibrium point in the z
direction, where the manipulator weight, ma[J

balances to a recovery force, F z . The z position of
the manipulator is controlled by changing the

Manipulator

Air core solenoid

Permanent magnet

mag

(a) When the magnet is inside
the air core

input current. In case when the magnet is outside
the core as shown in Fig. 3(b), the manipulator is
returning to a certain equilibrium point by using
another magnet and solenoid in pair in the oppo
site direction.

One more thing to be considered on employing
the antagonistic structure is that the radial force is
also generated together with the axial force. In
Fig. 3 the radial force also exists besides the axial
force. The radial force should be kept as small as
possible because it works as a destabilizing force
in some cases. This fact is reflected in designing
the micro positioning system.

3. Design of Maglev Micro
Positioning System

3.1 Preliminary design
Employing the antagonistic property obtained

by using the air core solenoid and magnet in pair,
we introduce a maglev micro positioning manipu
lator shaped as shown in Fig. 4. The box shaped
manipulator consists of the top and bottom plates
which are 10 em X 10 em flat squares and four
connecting bars and two side bars which are 7 em
lengths and I em widths. Fourteen magnets are
mounted on the manipulator while fourteen coils
paired with the magnets are fixed on the base

frame. Light weight and rigidity are the two goals
of the manipulator design to reduce an amount of
current and manipulator structure deformation.

J9J....~.
:ll----H:'li;"MJ ....•........................ F z

..~.

(b) When the magnet is outside
the air core

Fig. 3 Antagonistic structure produced by using a solenoid and permanent magnet in pair
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Aluminum is used for the material because of its
light weight. Several portions of the manipulator
are taken away to reduce the weight. The net
weight of the manipulator with the magnets is
estimated to be about 220 grams.

Let's assume that the xyz coordinate system is
fixed in the center of the manipulator and the
XYZ coordinate system is fixed in the center of
the base frame. We describe an arbitrary orienta
tion of the manipulator in terms of Eulerian
angles e, if> and y, as shown in Fig. 4.

The stability problems in the direction of X
and yare solved by using the two coils/magnets
mounted on top and bottom in each connecting
bars. Each pair is located at A, B, C, D, A', B',
C', and D'. They are named as centering coils/
magnets for convenience. The manipulator is
stable because the recovery forces are increased as
X or Y increases due to the antagonistic struc
ture.

Also using the four coils/magnets in pairs
located in the middle of the two plates, the stabil
ity problems in the direction of Z, if> and 1f! are

solved. Each pair is located at G, H, I and J, and
they are named as levitating coils/magnets for
convenience. The levitating magnets are placed as
close to the edges as possible for better stability.
The manipulator tends to recover against the y,
directed movement, for instance, because the axial
force inside the core has the antagonistic prop
erty. The same phenomena happen in the direc-

Base frame

A.B,C,D,A',B',C'. and D', cenlering coils/magnets
Eand F: stabilizing coilslmagnelS
a,H,I, and J: levilliling coils/magnets

Fig. 4 View of the 6 degree-of-freedom maglev
micro positioning manipulator

tion of if> and Z.
On the other hand, it is unstable in the e

direction because a slight difference of the center
ing force generates a rotating torque. Further, the
radial force inside the levitating coil helps rotate
in the e direction. Therefore, another pair of
coil/magnet needs to be used to control e direc
tion. To this end, two pairs of coils/magnets
which are diagonally mounted at E and Fare
used, and they are named as stabilizing coils/
magnets for convenience. Attractive or repulsive
force is generated depending on the magnitude of
e variation which can be obtained by measuring

two points along the side of the manipulator.
Therefore, from the above statement, it can be
said that the proposed maglev system is internally
stable in all directions except the e direction.

We summarize the previous discussion in Fig. 4
as followings. The manipulator is driven to the
desired X, Y, if> and y, positions by adjusting the
amount of the currents to the centering coils. The
desired position in the Z direction is controlled
by using the levitating coils. The inevitable in
stability in the e direction is controlled by the
stabilizing coils.

3.2 Detailed design by force analysis
Several decisions regarding the dimensions of

the solenoids and permanent magnets should be
made to complete the maglev micro positioning
system design. The magnet material is chosen to
be advanced neodymium-iron-boron(NdFeB)
rare earth magnet mainly for its high residual
induction, 11,500 Gauss, which enhances the
magnetic forces, and strong coercive force, 10,900

Oersteds, which lowers demagnetizing effect.
Let's investigate analytically how the solenoid

and magnet dimensions affect the axial force. We
use (6) with an explicit expression for the mag
netic field density for an air core solenoid in the
axial direction as given by Wangsness
(Wangsness, 1979):
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Fig. 5 Effect of the solenoid outer diameter, 0 and
inner diameter, d on the axial force Fz
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where D, d, I and z are the solenoid outer
diameter, inner diameter, length, and distance of

the permanent magnet relative to the solenoid

center. Nand i are the number of coil turns and
flowing current respectively. For the permanent

magnet, a cylindrically shaped magnet is consid
ered. Dm and 1m denote the diameter and length of

the magnet respectively.
First, we examine the effect of the solenoid size

on the axial force with the magnet size fixed. To
make a fair comparison, we assume that the
volume of the solenoid is constant, i.e., the wire

diameter and the number of coil turns are con

stant. Figure 5 shows the effect of D, d and I on

the force when z is fixed to 0.51, 0.7/, 0.9/, and I.

I! for mz= 0.0309 AIm, N = 800, and i= IA
(Note that z=0.51 on the axis corresponds to the
top of the solenoid). From this figure, we can get

the following information:

(I) As D increases(or I decreases), the axial

force, Fz increases for all z.
(2) As d decreases, Fz increases for all z.

However, for a large absolute value of z(or as the

magnet gets farther from the top surface of the

solenoid), Fz increases only slightly as d
decreases.

(3) An increase in D(or decrease in l) influ

ences Fz more than an increase in d does. This

0.005

0.0075

0.01

/)("') O.ou~

0.015 0.001

dim)

tendency is less profound as the absolute value of

z gets larger. In other words, D and I are more
sensitive design parameters than d.

As a rule of thumb, a solenoid that is wider in
outer diameter and shorter in length gives higher
axial force than one with a smaller outer diameter
and longer length when the volume of the

solenoid is kept constant. The above design criter
ia are reflected as setting the centering magnet

diameter, D m and inner diameter of the centering
coil, d to 4 mm and 8 mm respectively.

Next, we examine the effect of the magnet size
on the axial force. If we approximate a magnet as

a stack of thin magnet layers, we can add the
contributions of each of the magnet layers to get

the total magnetic flux. We start this investigation
for the centering coil with the solenoid size fixed

as D= 18 mm, d=8 mm, 1= 10 mm, N= 1000
and with IA current. Figure 6(a) shows the force

curves plotted from data taken along the z axis
with 1m equal to I, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 mm, and with

Dm equal to 4 mm. We discover that the axial

force increases with increasing 1m ; however, the

increasing rate is slightly decreased. Similar

results are obtained with different solenoid sizes.
The length of the centering magnet, 1m is chosen

as 4 mm with the consideration of efficiency of the
axial force production per magnet mass. The air

gap between the coil and magnet should be

maintained so that a high and linear spring con

stant can be obtained, and this is chosen referring

to Fig. 6(a) as about 2 mm. Figure 6(b) shows the
force curves for different currents with the deter

mined dimensions.
We continue this investigation for the levitating

coil, with the solenoid size fixed as D=30 mm, d
= 15 mm, 1=40 mm, N = 1000 and IA current.
Figure 7(a) shows the force curves for the levitat

ing coil plotted from data taken along the z axis
with 1m equal to 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 mm, and with

Dm equal to 10 mm. In a similar way, 1m is chosen
as 10 mm with the consideration of sufficient

force to overcome the manipulator gravitational

weight, mag as well as the force efficiency per

magnet mass. The levitating magnet should be
placed where maximum force occurs. The levitat

ing position is chosen to be -15 mm referring to
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Fig. 7 (a) Levitating force curves for different mag
net lengths
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Fig. 6 (a) Centering force curves for different mag
net lengths
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Fig. 7 (b) Levitating force curves for different cur
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Fig. 6 (b) Centering force carves for different cur
rents
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Fig. 7(a). Considering that a small air gap
between the magnets and core reflects a higher

levitating force, the -15 mm inner diameter of

levitating coil enables the manipulator to have I

or 2 mm translational movement inside core.
Figure 7(b) shows the force curves for different

currents with the determined dimensions.

In the centering magnets and levitating mag

nets, th~: radial forces work as destabilizing forces.

For th~ determined levitating coil and magnet

dimensions, the radial forces inside the air core
are investigated by using (I) to (4). The radial

forces for different z locations are shown in Fig.
8. Similarly, for the determined centering coil and

magnet dimensions, the radial forces outside the
air core can be investigated.

The wires of the levitating coil and centering

coil are chosen to be 25 A WG(American wire

gauge): its 0.5 mm diameter simplifies the work

of defining coil coordinate for calculating the

forces and its moderate mechanical flexibility

reduces the coil winding effort. The dimensions of

the stabilizing coils/magnets are chosen as the

same as the dimensions of centering coils/mag-

Table 1 Design summary of centering coil/magnet

Parameter Description Value

D Solenoid outer diameter l8mm

d Solenoid inner diameter 8mm

I Solenoid length !Omm

N Number of wires on each side 40x25

Dm Magnet diameter 4mm

___lm__JMagnet length 4mm
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Table 2 Design summary of levitating coil/magnet

Parameter Description Value

D Solenoid outer diameter 30mm

d Solenoid inner diameter 15mm

I Solenoid length 40mm

N Number of wires on each side 12x80

Dm Magnet diameter IOmm

1m Magnet length 8mm

nets to simplify the dynamic modeling. Table I to

2 summarize the design parameters.

4. Modeling of System Dynamics

To understand the dynamics of the maglev
positioning system, we describe an arbitrary ori

entation of the manipulator in terms of Eulerian
angles. The equations of motion for the manipula

tor rotation in terms of Eulerian angles can be
derived by employing Lagrange's equations. By

0.08

0.06

Z 0.04
----~
~

..8 0.02
o;l
;g
~ 0.00

-0.02

-0.04
0.000 0.001 0.002

Radial position (m)

0.003

---- z=-lOmm
---+- z=-15mm
-a-- z=-18mm

--+- z=-19mm
--..- z=-20mm

--- z=-21mm

(a) For different z locations

0.15.,-----.....-----r------,

---- 1=1.5 A
---+- 1=1.4A
-a-- 1=1.3 A

--+- 1=1.2A

- l=l.IA
--- l=l.OA

0.05 -t------,

~ 0.10 ;------f-------,ll'Gih'y!l:...---1

§
..8
3
~

0.0030.0020.001
0.00 ....---...----+---.......---+--.........---1

0.000

Radial position (m)

(b) For different currents

Fig. 8 Radial force curves inside the air core
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letting the xyz coordinate system be coincident
with the principal axes, the rotational kinetic
energy can be expressed as

(15)
(16)
(17)

(24)

(18)
(19)

(20)

(21)

(22)
(23)

maBx=BFx,
maBji=BFy,
maBz:=BFz·

U38=BTz,
IyB,i=BTy,
IxBtf=BTx,

the same small angle assumption, as

M8 =Tz,
M,=Ty- Tx8,
M¢= Tx + T y8- Tz¢>·

Performing variational calculus on these equa
tions with respect to the origin, ¢>= 8=0 and
using from (12) to (14), we obtain

To obtain expressions for Tx, T y, Tz, Fx, F y,
and F z , all forces acting on the manipulator are
shown in Fig. 9, where the first subscripts of F
denote the magnet locations on which forces are
acting, and the second subscripts of F denote the
directions to which forces are acting.

First, the positions of the magnets with respect

to the XYZ coordinates must be investigated.
The XYZ coordinates of points fixed in the xyz
system after 8, ¢>' ¢' rotation can be obtained by

Fx, F y, and Fz that are responsible for the
translational motions can be obtained from the
direct summation of forces. After taking the first
variations, they can be expressed as

where

(8)

(12)
(13)
(14)

Iz!}=M8,
Iy¢=M"
Ixtf=M¢.

In these equations, M8, M" and M¢ are external
moments in terms of Eulerian angles, and Ix, Iy,
and L are the principal moments of inertia. Since
we are going to use these equations to calculate
external forces and torques in XYZ coordinate

system, a transformation from M8' M, and M¢ to
Tx , T y , and Tz is necessary. Using the rotational
sequences of Eulerian angles defined previously,
the relations between them can be simplified, with

where (J}x, (J}y, and (J}z are the angular velocities
with respect to the x, y, and z axis respectively. In
order to use Lagrange's equation, (J}x, (J}y, and (J}z
are required to be expressed in terms of Eulerian
angles. Their relations are(Greenwood, 1965)

~=~-~~~ (~

(J}y=t/JeosVr+ Beos¢>sinVr' (10)
(J}z = Beos ¢>eos Vr - t/Js in Vr· (II)

Substituting these relations into (8) and using
Lagrange's equations, we obtain a set of compli
cated equations of motion in terms of Eulerian
angles. With an assumption of small angle rota
tion, which is valid particularly for our applica
tion, we can simplify the equations of motion by

letting sin8=0, cos8= I, and all the second or
higher order terms equal zero, resulting in very
simple: equations of motion,

[

eos8cos¢> cos8sin¢>sin¢'-sin8cos¢,
TT = sin8cos¢> sin8sin¢>sin¢,+cos8cos¢,

-sin¢> cos ¢>cos ¢'

eos8sin¢>eos¢,+sin8sin¢, ]
sin8sin¢>eos¢, -cos 8sin¢'

cos ¢>cos ¢' .

(25)

Employing the displacement expressions of
each magnet, the forces in Fig. 9 can be expressed
in terms of the generalized coordinates. Each
force is modeled as a spring force which is a
function of displacement and current:

FAX =KAA - a8+ e¢>+ X) +KAX,h
FAY = KAY ( Y -e¢,)+ KAyJA,

FAZ = KAZ(a¢, + Z) +KAZJA'
F'sx = KBX(X + e¢» +KBXJB'
FBY=KBy(a8-e¢,+ Y)+KsYiIB,
F'sz = KBz( - a¢> +Z) +KBZJB'
Fex ==Kex (a8+ e¢>+ X)+ KexJe,
Fey = - Kcy( Y -e¢')+ KeYde,
Fez = Kcz( - a¢' +Z) + KwIc,

(26)

(27)

(28)
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(31) K EX = KEZ = KEY =0,
KEXi=KEYi=O, KEYi = Ksai, (41)

KFX=KFZ=KFY=O,
(32) KFxi=KFZi=O, KFYi=Ksai, (42)

Kcx=Kcy=Kln Kcz=K1a,

KCXi=KcYi=O, Kczi=Klai, (43)
(33) KHX = K IX = Kjx = KHy

= K JY = Kjy = Kin (44)

KHZ = KIZ = Kjz = Kia, (45)
(34) K HXi = K 1Xi = KjXi = KHYi

=KlYi=KjYi=O, (46)

(39)

(40)

(36)

(38)

aFAX I -KKAX = KAZ = ----ax- 1~ 1co,X =0 - en

K aFzy I -KAY=av l=lco.Y=a- ea,

KAXi=KAZi= a~;x Il=1cO.X=O=O,

KAyi = a~;y Il=lco.v=a=Keai, (37)

K BX = K ea , KBy = KBZ = Ken
KBXi = K eai , KBYi=KBZi=O,
Kex = Kez = Ken Key = Kea,
Kexi=Kezi=O, KeYi=Keai'
KDX = K ea , KDy = KDZ = Ken
KDXi = K eai , KDyi = K DZi =0.

where leo is the rated current in the centering coil

and it is lAo The same dimensions of the rest of

the centering coils/magnets lead to the following

results:

Fjy = Kjy( Y - cO) +KjYolj,
Fjz = - Kjz(Z + c¢J+ ct/J) +KjZilj, (35)

where a, b, c and e are the distances defined in

Fig. 9. KAX , KAY and KAZ denote spring constants

which relate the forces acting on the magnet A
with respect to the X, Y and Z direction of the

solenoid A respectively. KAXi, KAYi and KAZi
denote force constants which relate the forces

acting on the magnet A with respect to the cur

rent which flows in the solenoid A. Similar

definitions are applied to the rest of the constants.

Then, the spring constants and force constants

have the following values:

Regarding to the stabilizing coils/magnets and

the levitating coils/magnets, without being redun

dant, the spring constants and force constants are

FBx

a
+----------tF BZ

a

(a) Top view

a

F nz

D' ~--L.L--------L.L-.I.....I

FDX = - KDX(X +e¢J)+KDXJD,
FDy=KDy( -aO-et/J+ Y)+ KDYiID
FDZ =KDZ(a¢J +Z) +KDZiID, (29)

F EX = KEX ( - aO + X) +KEX,h,
FEY = KEY ( Y - be)+ Kmh,
FEZ=Kdb¢J+at/J+Z)+KEZih, (30)
FFX = KFX(aO + X) +KFXih,
FFY= - KFY( Y + be) +KFYih,
FFZ = K FZ( - b¢J - at/J +Z) +KFZih,
Fcx=Kcx(X - cO)+ KcxJc,
Fcy=Kcy( Y + cB)+ KcyJc,
Fcz = - KcAZ -c¢J+ct/J)+ KczJc,
F HX = KHX(X + cO) +KHXJH,
FHy=KHy ( Y + cB)+ KHyJH,
FHZ = - KHZ(Z -c¢J-ct/J)+ KHZJH,
FIX=KIX(X + cO)+ Kwll,
FlY = K JY ( Y - cB) +KmII,
F IZ = - KIZ(Z + c¢J- ct/J)+ KIZJI,
Fjx = Kjx(X - cO) +Kmlj,

(b) Side view

Fig. 9 Forces acting on the manipulator
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(47)

All the spring constants KeG' Ker, Kia, K lr and

the force constants Keai, KSai and Kia, are calcu

lated from the analytical results shown in Fig. 6

through Fig. 8. We have Ksai=Keai because the

dimensions of the stabilizing coils/magnets are

chosen as the same as the dimensions of centering

coils/magnets. The specifications of the manipu

lator and the system parameters are listed in

Table 3. The rated current and Z location in the

levitating coil are 0.9A and - 15 mm. Similar

procedures can be taken for the forces acting on

the magnets A', B', C' and D'.
oFx , ofy and oFz are expressed from direct

summation of the first variation of each force.

Employing the displacement expressions of each

magnet, oTx , oTy and oTz can be expressed with

respect to the point where all variables are zero.

Neglecting the second order or higher orders

terms due to the same small angle assumption,

and using from (18) and (23), a complete analyti

cal model can be derived as follows:

maoX +4(Kea - K lr - Ker) ax
=Keai(-OIB-aJ'8+OID+oJ'D)' (48)

maoY+4(Kea - K lr - Ker)o
= Keai( - OIA- OJ'A + Ole + ore)

+ Ksai( - OlE + OIF ), (49)
maai +4(Kla- 2Ker )oZ

=Kla,(o!c+OIH + 011 + ol}), (50)

IxoJ; +4(e2Kea + c 2Kia - (a2 + e2 )Ker)0t/J
= eKcai(OIA- OJ'A - ole +oJ'e)

+ cKla,(o!c- OIH - 011 + OI}), (5 I)

lyotft+4( e 2Kea + c 2Kia - (a2 + e 2
) Kcr) o¢

= eKca' ( - 018+ a1'B+ OID- 01'0)

+ cKla ,( - Ole - OIH + aD + Of,), (52)
lzoe - 8( a2Kcr + c2Klr) ae

=bKsai(oh+oh). (53)

Substituting the numerical values of the spring

constants and force constants, dropping a sign in

Table 3 The specifications of the manipulator and the system parameters

'ameter Description Value

Distance from the center
50mma

to the edges of the manipulator in the x direction

b Distance from the center to the stabilizing magnets 41 mm
-

c Distance from the center to the levitating magnets 28mm
"

Distance from the center
25 mme

to the centering magnets to the z direction

rna Manipulator mass 220 grams

Ix Principal moment of inertia about the x axis 3.25 kg'cm'

Iy Principal moment of inertia about the y axis 3.31 kg.cm'

Iz Principal moment of inertia about the z axis 3.24 kg.cm2

K c•
Spring const. of the axial force

32.9 N/m
in the centering coil/magnet(C/M)

Kia Spring const. of the axial force in the levitating C/M 57.1 N/m

Kcr Spring const. of the radial force in the centering C/M 10.2 N/m

Klr Spring const. of the radial force in the levitating C/M 16.5 N/m
._--

KCBI Force const. of the axial force in the centering C/M 0.14 N/A

K S81 Force const. of the axial force in the stabilizing C/M 0.14 N/A

KIUI Force const. of the axial force in the levitating C/M 0.79 N/A

Pal
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From the above equations of motion, we can
observe that each motion is decoupled from the
rest of the motions, and it is internally stable
except for the 8. Therefore the only 8 directed
rotation needs to be stabilized. Theoretically, the
stabilization controller for 8 motion as well as
the centering and levitating controller should be
designed based on this model. One more thing to
observe is that the big positive constants associat
ed with the c/J, r/J, and Z variables suggest that
their motions are very stiff.

Additionally, each motion except the 8 motion
is anticipated to oscillate to its natural frequency.
The proposed modeling process can be experi
mentally verified by the oscillation motions.
Figure IO shows the free vibration of Z and c/J( or
r/J) with the initial conditions. This result is
obtained by controlling the only unstable modes,
8 with PID controllers. From the figure, the

from (48) to (53) and assuming IA=/'A' 18=/'8'
Ie =/'e, and ID =/'D for simplicity, w~ obtain the
linearized equations of motion as
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8-936.78=17.7(1£+ IF)' (59)
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